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Killing Animals to Save Them
"Sustainable use ofwildlife" is a bankrupt philosophy
ver the past few years, a storm has raged in the con- The continental population was cut in half between 1979 and
servation community over whether economic incen- 1989 by killing (both legal and illegal) for the ivory trade. Detives can be used to conserve species. Proponents of spite international attempts to regulate this lucrative trade, as
this strategy, so-called sustainable use, claim that wildlife, es- the price of ivory skyrocketed, so did the number of elephants
pecially those species that exist in the developing nations in poached. Governments of developing countries did not have
Africa, Latin America, and Asia, cannot survive unless they the resources to protect elephants from poachers. By 1989, it
have commercial value to humans. In these proponents' view, was estimated, over 90 percent of the ivory in international
the way to save crocodiles from extinction is to market their ·trade was illegally acquired. That year signatory nations of the
skin for shoes; the way to save elephants is to trade in their Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
tusks or sell elephant-foot wastebaskets; the way to save par- Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) banned the trade in Africanrots is to sell them as pets. This argument can be best elephant ivory. Elephant populations have since begun to resummed up in the often-used catchphrase, "Wildlife must pay cover. Whereas trade nearly wiped out the elephant, a complete
trade ban bas stopped the population's decline-and signifiits way."
The HSUS opposes the destructive commercial use of cantly reduced the carnage.
wildlife. Tens of millions of wild animals are killed every year
Countless other examples exist. Many populations of comfor purely frivolous commercial purposes: mammals such as mercially exploited marine animals, especially fish and
bobcats and raccoons are killed to make garments from their whales, are in peril. Parrots have been trapped for the pet trade
fur; kangaroos and many species of lizards and snakes are until nearly extinct. Despite these troubling facts, the philosokilled to manufacture gloves, shoes, belts, and purses from phy that sustainable use is the best means to conserve wildlife
their skins; and birds, snakes, lizards, hlrtles, and fish are cap- is gaining widespread acceptance among so-called conservation groups.
rured for the pet trade.
The time has come for The HSUS to attack the illogical and
It is impossible to use wildlife without causing immense
suffering. Wild animals are rarely subjected to what are consid- harmful notion that wildlife must be killed in order to be saved.
ered "humane" slaughter techniques. Bobcats trapped with My friend and colleague, John A. Hoyt, president of Humane
steel-jaw leghold traps can suffer for days before dying of de- Society International, has written a new and singularly imporhydration, starvation, or predation. Kangaroos and reptiles are tant book that will serve as the opening salvo in the fight
often bludgeoned to death or ski1med while still alive. Sharks against sustainable use. Its title is Animals in Peril: How Susare mutilated for their fins and thrown back into the water still tainable Use Is Wiping Out the World:s· Wildlife.
In his book, Mr. Hoyt demonstrates that if we allow our prealive. Animals caphired for the live-animal trade, such as parrots and monkeys, suffer grotesque treatment and uncon- cious wildlife heritage to be hlrned into a resource to be killed
scionable stress: 80 percent of such animals will die before and traded for profit, we, our children, and their children will
forever regret it. We must not deny future generations the opreaching their final destination.
History has demonstrated that it is not possible for humans porhmity to observe the creatures who add so much beauty, diversity, and pleasure to our lives. We must not
to use wildlife sustainably-at a level that persquander the intrinsic worth of these creatures
pehlates the species and its role in its ecosysand their right to exist. "Sustainable use of
tem-when there is commercial value in the
wildlife" is a bankrupt philosophy that capisale of the animal or the animal's parts. Plactalizes on brutality and death. What the world
ing a price on an animal's head always enneeds for the new millennium is not a philoshances the incentive for killing that animal
ophy of death but rather a philosophy of
and increases the probability that commercial
life-of humane stewardship-that glorifies
use will drive the species to extinction.
and preserves the lives of all.
A case in point is the Afi-ican elephant.
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THE HSUS'S EFFORTS
to extend the safeguards in the
federal Animal Welfare Act
(AWA) to the millions of mice,
rats, and birds used in laboratories have suffered a setback.
On May 20 a federal appeals
court ruled that The HSUS
and its coplaintiffs, the Animal
Legal Defense Fund and two
individuals,
lacked stand-

the nation's primary law governing the treatment of animals in laboratories.
In July we and our coplaintiffs petitioned the appeals court to rehear the case.

11 DEER AND DEER Management in America: Facts,
Values, and Arguments" was
the theme of a July conference
sponsored by the Tufts Center
for Animals and Public Policy,
at which HSUS representaIll
tives spoke on the prospects
courts. for using immunocontracep(Standing tion to control suburban deer
refers to a set of populations humanely. The
requirements that a conference was held in Sturplaintiff must meet in order for bridge, Massachusetts. Cona court to recognize that per- traception researcher and
son or organization as the HSUS consultant Jay Kirkproper party to bring the suit. patrick, Ph.D., of Deaconess
Organizational plaintiffs must Research Institute, Billings,
demonstrate legal zn]Ltry- Montana, discussed the scienconcrete harm to their pro- tific basis of immunocontragrams or activities.) Conse- ceptive vaccines and the recquently, our lawsuit against the ord of safety and success with
U.S. Department of Agricul- wild horses and captive deer
ture, which enforces the AWA, compiled so far. Allen Rutwas dismissed.
berg, Ph.D., HSUS senior sciThe ruling overh1rned a entist, Wildlife and Habitat
1992 decision in a lower court Protection, offered a
that agreed with The HSUS 's case history of the
contention that amendments HSUS deer contraadded to the AWA in 1970 ception project on
extended its coverage to all Fire Island Nationwarm-blooded animals used in al Seashore, New
laboratories (see York.
the Spring 1992
The injecHSUSNews).
tion of lm- '
The result of mane values
. this ruling is that into wildlife·
mice, rats, and management
birds, who com- and the resoluprise more than tion of conflicts
80 percent of all
vertebrate ani- of deer and humans will,
mals used in we believe, benefit both deer
.research, will and the human communities
' continue to be around which they live.
denied the

THE ARIZONA GROUP
Help Abolish Leghold Traps
2

Deer attracted to a feeding station, a wagon stocked with corn by
Fire Island residents, are candidatesfor contraception.

(HALT), with endorsements
from The HSUS and national
and local animal-protection,
political, church, and environmental groups, this summer turned in 180,000 signahires on a petition to place an
anti-trapping initiative on the
Arizona state ballot for the
second year in a row. We hope
to report in the spring that
steel-jaw leghold traps, conibear (body-gripping) traps,
and snares are
banned on all of
Arizona's public
·lands,
which
· comprise 80 percent of the state.
Public opinion
polls consistently
show that people
strongly disapprove of the use
of leghold traps
to take wildlife,
but last year's initiative was defeated when wellfunded sportsmen's groups
seized upon overbroad language in the preamble of that measure and convinced the Arizona public that
the initiative would also ban

hunting and fishing. This
year's ballot measure has been
meticulously worded to avoid
similar confusion.
Passage of the initiative
will save thousands of animals
each year from painful deaths
and injuries caused by these
cruel devices.

(ESA), under which eagle
habitats and nesting sites have
been vigorously protected, allowed the bald eagle to begin
on the long road to recovery.
Between 1974 and 1993, the
number of nesting pairs of
bald eagles in the lower fortyeight states rose from 791 to
4,016.
Threats to the eagle remain.
New shoreline developments
threaten eagle nesting and
roosting sites along the Chesapeake Bay and in other vital
eagle habitats; toxic chemicals, such as PCB and mercury, pollute eagle fishing
grounds in Florida, the Great

BALD EAGLES HAVE
become numerous enough
for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) to propose
reclassifying the species
from "endangered" to the less
critical category of "threatened."
Bald-eagle populations were
devastated in the 1950s and
1960s by habitat loss and the
widespread use of the insecticide DDT, which washed into
waterways and contaminated
eagles' prey. High levels of
DDT in eagles and other birds
interfered with their ability to
produce eggs with strong
shells; this prevented the successful hatching of young, and
the resulting collapse of eagle
populations spread to all U.S.
habitats except Alaska.
The banning of DDT in
1972 and the 1973 passage of
the Endangered Species Act
HSUS NEWS • Fall 1994

ESA protection provided to
bald-eagle nesting sites has
aided the species' recovery.

Lakes, and elsewhere. The
HSUS hopes that the protection offered to species classified as threatened under the
ESA will allow such challenges to be addressed adequately.
Nevertheless, the bald eagle's success over the last two
decades represents a triumph
(continued on page 4)
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GOOD NEWS FOR WOLVES IN ALASKA, YELLOWSTONE
olves in Alaska and the
American West are in
the spotlight this fall: Alaska's wolves finally have some
good news. The federal government has
at last stepped in
to help protect
wolves from
Alaska's lethal
wolf-management policies. In
regulations effective
September 1, the FWS
has banned same-day airhome hunting of wolves on
all national wildlife refuges in
Alaska. Such refuges comprise a third of Alaska's land
(see the Fall 1993 and Winter
1994 HSUS News).
In same-day airborne
hunting (also known as landand-shoot hunting), the hunter flies to sites where wolves
are located and then, in theory, lands the plane to shoot
the animals from the ground.
However, in reality hunters
may shoot wolves from aircraft or chase them to exhaustion with the aircraft.
"This is the first good
news in what otherwise has
been a grim year for Alaska's
wolves," said HSUS President
Paul G. Irwin. Along with the
legalization of same-day airborne wolf hunting, 1993-94
saw the implementation of the
Alaska Board of Fish and
Game's plan to slaughter systematically 70 percent of a
wolf population outside Fairbanks-all to benefit moose
and caribou hunters. A hundred wolves died in traps and
snares and from bullets during this deadly campaign. It
is not yet clear whether other

wolf populations will be subject to such "control" in
1994-95.
The FWS 's action is a
good first step toward
reh1ming sanity to
wildlife management in Alaska.
Other federal
lands in Alaska
that are not refuges remain open
to same-day airhome wolf hunting.
The HSUS will pressure the
agencies overseeing these
lands, as well as the State of
Alaska, to stop the brutal and
senseless killing on all federal lands.
In the lower forty-eight
states, there is good news for
wolves as well: after decades
of work by The HSUS and
other animal-protection and
environmental groups, this
June Interior Secretary Bruce
Babbitt (above) approved a
plan to reintroduce grey
wolves to Yellowstone National Parle Beginning as
soon as October, about fifteen wolves-breeding adults
and their pups-will be captured in Canada, transported
to Yellowstone and acclimated to their surroundings for
two months, and then released. Annual captures and
releases will continue Wltil five to seven breeding
packs are established in
the Yellowstone area.
With the reintro-

fare of the wolves themselves.
Because of pressure from local livestock interests-and
over the objections of The
HSUS-the FWS chose to
carry out the reintroduction
under a "non-essential experimental population" designation. This designation, created
by a special provision of the
ESA, allows a reduction in
the protection granted to
members of an endangered
species to provide more
"management flexibility."
While the wolf is an endangered species in the continental United States, wolves who
have been placed in Yellowstone will not receive any of
the protection due to an endangered species. Livestock
farmers on private and even
public land may harass or, in
some circumstances, kill
wolves who attack livestock.
Fortunately, all reintroduced wolves will be radiocollared, allowing close
surveillance by FWS ofThe HSUS
will closely monitor the progress of the
reintroducWe will
fight for any
changes in the
program that are
necessary either
to protect individual animals
or to ensure the
fhll recovery of
the species.

concem
shifts to
the wel-
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for American wildlife-protection efforts and especially for
the ESA.

Mr. Trump to cancel the en-

gagement.

ANIMALS IN PERIL: How

FOR MANY YEARS The
HSUS and local groups have
opposed traveling animal novelty acts. An Illinois court recently said "no go" to Tim
Rivers's Aqua Diving Mules.
In July the Illinois Citizens'
Animal Welfare League obtained an injunction that permanently prohibits the act
from performing anywhere in
the state. The HSUS North
Central
Regional
Office
helped the league with background infonnation on the act
and networked with local animal-protection groups.
When Rivers's act was
scheduled to perform at

In the Tim Rivers act, here seen in Atlantic City, mules climb a
platfonn and then dive thirty feet into a tank of water.

Donald Trump's Atlantic City
Casino in 1993, The HSUS's
Mid-Atlantic Regional Office

and the New Jersey Animal
Rights Alliance created sufficient public outcry to convince

Sustainable Use Is Wiping Out
the World's Wildlife, a new
book by HSUS Chief Executive John A. Hoyt, is available
to HSUS members at a special
price. A substantive discussion
of an emerging issue, Animals
in Peril is $7.95, including shipping and handling, to HSUS
members only. It is available in
bookstores for $9.95.
HSUS President Paul G.
Irwin has called Animals in
Peril "singularly important"
(see the President's Perspective). Contact The HSUS for
more information or send
your order, with payment, to
The HSUS.
•

A biology student learns animal anatomy through the traditional method of dissection.
Frogs are the most commonly dissected vertebrates in the country.

LABORATORY ANIMALS

In the Narne of Learning
Dissection, other uses, cause animal suffering

R

ecent years have seen a marked increase in concern among students
and educators about harmful uses
of animals in education and an increase in
the availability and adoption of humane
classroom alternatives (see the Fall 1993
HSUS News). Surprisingly, relatively little
attention has been given specifically to
the suffering and death of the many animals used in education-even though it is
the animal-welfare aspect of the use of animals in education that gives rise to the
moral concerns held by growing numbers
of students and educators. While many
are concerned about the suffering experienced by animals when subjected to classroom procedures, few understand what
animals go through as they are procured
and then prepared for those procedures.
One likely reason for this is a lack of information; those who supply animals for
educational use are not eager to publicize
their business.
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Unforhmately, animals often endure appalling conditions in the biological-supply
trade. Animal suffering continues throughout the major categories of the educational
use of animals: dissection, live-animal exercises, and science fairs. For each category there are specific humane
cerns that must be addressed.
Dissection: Deadly Exercise
Dissection, the cutting apart of a
dead organism, is the most common
educational use for which animals
are harmed. It is estimated that close
to six million vertebrate animals are
dissected in U.S. classrooms annually
(even more invertebrate animals are dissected). The types of vertebrates commercially available for use include rabbits,
foxes, mice, bats, minks, dogs, snakes,
pigeons, lizards, turtles, salamanders,
sharks, and various fish species.
I am sometimes asked what it is about

dissection that harms animals. After all,
the reasoning goes, how does one harm an
animal who is already dead? The point is
that all dissected animals were at one time
alive and, in most cases, they were killed
specifically to be dissected. Unless one
does not regard killing as "harm," then
animals used for dissection indeed have
been harmed!
Death is usually not the only harm that
befalls animals destined for the dissection
tray. Capture, transport and holding, and
methods of killing can and do inflict considerable stress and suffering. Because the
trade in dissected animals is a commercial
venture, the animals are commonly
viewed as merchandise rather than sentient creahrres. Because the "product" will
ultimately be killed, there is little financial
incentive to act with concern for the wellbeing of animals supplied for dissection.
The handling of frogs is illustrative of
the callousness and negligence to be
found in the dissection-supply trade.
Frogs are the most commonly dissected
vertebrates in the United States. An estimated three million are killed each year
for classroom use. Most of these frogs reportedly are collected from irrigation
ponds in the coastal plains of Mexico,
though large numbers are also collected
from the United States, Canada, and even
Africa. A 1971 article, "The Live Frog Is

Pigeons are among the vertebrate species
commercially availablefor dissection.
5
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Red-eared slider turtles are used in heartphysiology studies. Inset: Frogs are captured for use in education.

Almost Dead," is probably the most detailed report to date on the frog trade.' The
authors describe the deplorable conditions
that prevail in the trade: nearly evety step
of catching and shipping places severe
stress on the frog... during lean times,
leopard frogs and especially bullfrogs
may spend a week or more in gunnysacks
or cages before enough have been collected to warrant a shipment.... [T]he frogs
are overcrowded, [are] in constant danger ofphysical damage, and are likely to
suffer from extremes of temperature and
dryness in all possible combinations.
In the twenty years since this article
was published, we believe conditions
have changed little.
It is not only frogs who suffer. Two other, recent investigations of the supply of
animals for classroom use yielded disturbing findings. In 1991 Carolina Biological Supply Company (CBSC), the nation's largest supplier, was charged by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
with multiple violations of the Animal
Welfare Act (AWA) following an undercover investigation by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. Videotaped
footage from inside the CBSC plant
showed live cats being roughly prodded
HSUS NEWS • Fall 1994

into crowded gas chambers and
rats struggling vigorously in
embalming racks as formaldehyde was pumped into their
veins. One CBSC employee
spat on a rat wriggling on an
embalming rack; another held
up a dead dog in a barrel of liquid and joked about it. Many other
deeply unsettling acts by CBSC workers were described in the investigators'
written logs. A USDA administrative law
judge recently dropped all but a couple of
minor record-keeping charges against
CBSC. However, the video speaks for itself and the court decision says more
about the inadequacies of the AWA and its
enforcement than about the proper care of
animals .
The other investigation, carried out in
early 1994 by the World Society for the
Protection of Animals (WSPA), was initiated following reports that cats were disappearing from some Mexican cities. WSPA
investigators discovered that cats, many of
whom are reported to have been pets, were
being rounded up by people driving vans
through city streets and offering one dollar
per cat. The cats were then sent to a facility
where they were drowned, ten at a time, in
large sacks. Following embalming, the cats
were shipped by the thousands to U.S. biological suppliers.

Some animals exploited for dissection,
such as dogfish sharks and fetal pigs, are
byproducts of the food industry, and this
fact is sometimes used to defend their use
in education. (Of course, the meat industry itself is frequently criticized on humane grounds.) However, most of the
sharks destined for dissection die from
suffocation, either in the nets that catch
them or once hauled out of the water, and
fetal pigs are removed at the slaughterhouse from the bellies of sows who typically have been reared in intensive confinement. Mink and fox carcasses used in
dissection are of animals raised on fur
fanns. Biological-supply companies purchase the carcasses from fur farmers, so
their use by schools indirectly supports
the fur industry.
Animal suffering is only one of several
problems relating to the harmful use of
animals in the classroom. This practice also disturbs wild-animal populations, exposes students to health hazards in the
form of chemical preservatives, and
teaches children the inappropriate lesson
that animals are mere tools to be used, allegedly for human gain.
Live-Animal Exercises: Still Routine
A 1989 study examined the supply of
red-eared slider turtles for classroom experiments.2 The authors of the study or-

Field studies are humane alternatives to dissection and vivisection. When animals are
not harmed in the process, they can play a valuable role in education.
7

Videodiscs and computer models that present high-resolution diagrams, photos, and
moving images are viable alternatives to invasive animal uses.
dered eighteen adult turtles from a biological-supply company, where they were
warehoused in crowded conditions, and
compared the turtles' health to that of
their wild counterparts. The warehoused
turtles exhibited a range of maladies, including hemorrhaging from the shell;
paralysis; swollen, inflamed eyes with purulent drainage; respiratory problems; diarrhea; marked weight loss; and overall
lethargy and apathy. Despite attempts by
those conducting the study to save these
turtles, mortality exceeded 95 percent. It
was also determined during this study that
turtles slated for dissection are injected
with colored latex (used to distinguish
veins from arteries during dissections)
while they are still living.
Classroom experimentation with live
animals is still cmmnonplace, especially
at the college level, and animals suffer as
a result of crude experimental procedures
or mishandling by inexperienced students.
Two ofthe more common animal-physiology exercises still practiced at many
schools involve observations and manipulations of the muscles of living frogs and
the hearts of living turtles, respectively.
For the purposes of these exercises, the
animal is first rendered brain-dead by
pithing, usually performed by inserting a
sharp object such as a dissection probe
through the base of the animal's head,

thrusting it into the braincase, and moving
it about to scramble the brain. The HSUS
receives reports of students being told to
pith frogs, and even to cut off frogs' heads
with scissors, so that the still-living frogs'
leg muscles can be observed responding
to electrical stimulation. To observe the
response of a living turtle's heart to different chemicals, a hole is cut into the pithed
animal's lower shell, exposing the beating
heart, onto which are applied various
chemical solutions.
It should be emphasized that The
HSUS does not oppose the study of live
animals in education. There are many
ways by which students can learn about
the biology of animals without doing
them harm. Field observations are particularly valuable, for the organism is in its
proper evolutionary context and students
can experience the challenges of collecting data in the natural realm. When it
comes to subjects that are not always accessible by external observation only,
such as the physiological functioning of
certain body systems, there are many excellent simulations available that don't require invasive use of animals.
Science Fairs Can Cause Harm
Thousands of science fairs are conducted each year in the United States. Because prizes are awarded to the winners,

competition can be stiff, and animals are
commonly the victims of crude and invasive pseudo-experiments. Recently in
New York State, for example, several inhumane experiments were performed by
students. These included injecting hamsters with caffeine and artificial sweeteners, forcing hamsters and mice to inhale
cigarette smoke and shocking them, and
giving Coca-Cola to mice until half of
them died. In California last year, considerable media attention was given to the
case of an eighth-grader who surgically
removed the brains of two newborn mice
and observed how long it took them to
die. This type of experiment has prompted
some science fairs to implement rules
prohibiting or restricting the invasive use
of animals. New York has legislation
pending that would prohibit animal experimentation except under special circumstances requiring prior approval. The California case, for instance, resulted in the
school district prohibiting harmful experiments on animals. The prestigious Westinghouse Science Talent Search has prohibited projects involving hannful uses of
animals since 1969, when a student submitted a project for which sparrows had
been blinded and starved. The HSUS 's position is that science fairs should prevent
painful experiments before they happen
by implementing rules clearly stating that
such projects are not acceptable.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
• If you are a student, approach your
teacher or school administrator and
politely request that the school provide
alternatives to dissection and the .invasive use oflive animals for its students.
• If you are a parent, write or call your
child's school to inquire about its policies on animal use in classrooms. If it
has none, request that it make humane
alternatives available and implement a
policy allowing students a choice regarding whether to participate in dissections.
• Contact The HSUS for literature on
animal use and alternatives for the precollege and college level.
D
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Ending the Suffering
Major reforms are needed if the suffering of animals for education is to stop.
The surest way to ensure that animals do
not suffer for classroom dissections or
live-animal exercises is to replace such
practices with humane alternatives. Biological-supply houses will continue to
supply animals only if there is a demand
for them. This demand is more the result
of tradition and inertia than of any real
need. There is ample evidence that students can and do learn anatomy and physiology without destroying animals. A
dozen or more studies published in the
last few years have found that the learning
scores of students taught using humane
alternatives were as good as-and in some
cases higher than-those of their cmmterparts who used dissection and live-animal
methods. The HSUS can provide a list of
these studies and information on alternative materials currently available.

The belief that harming animals is indispensable to the training of medical
personnel is misguided. More than twenty U.S. medical schools use no animals in
their curricula, relying instead on dependable simulations and on clinical
training with human patients. In veterinary education, where contact with animals is obviously vital, several highly rated schools have modified their training
programs to emphasize helping rather
than harming animals. Traditionally, live,
healthy animals are used to instruct students in surgical techniques; the animals
are anesthetized throughout the procedure and then killed. At the University of
California at Davis veterinary school,
students can now learn surgical procedures on frozen cadavers from privately
donated deceased pets rather than destroy
healthy animals. Several schools teach
neutering-surgery techniques using shelter animals, who are then returned to the
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$49,875
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Grants of 1992 Income to
Organizations Listed
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shelters for adoption.
If harmful uses of live animals can be
replaced at the highest levels of education, they can be replaced in more basic
curricula as well. Several good computer
simulations have been developed specifically to replace physiology experiments
using both frogs and turtles. Excellent
physiology laboratories exist that allow
students to study their own physiological
functions. Not only can these replacements eliminate both the removal of animals from wild populations and institutionalized animal suffering, but they also
replace a potentially traumatizing and desensitizing experience that can permanently dissuade some students from pursuing the life sciences.
As long as animals continue to be tom
from their native habitats; raised in unacceptable conditions; killed by drowning,
live embalming, or some other cruel
means; pithed; and cut open, there will be

ORGANIZATIONS RECEMNG AID FROM ALICE MORGAN
WRIGHT-EDITH GOODE FUND 1992 TRUST INCOME
Advocates for Animals, l~dinburgh, Scotland
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Deutsche Tierfreundc E.V., Munich, Germany
Dublin Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Dublin, Ireland
li"erne Animal Snnctuary, Somerset, England
Friends of Dogs, Calcutta, India
The Fur Bearers, Vi:mcouver, Canada
Guam Animals in Need, Barrigada, Gumn
Hellenic Animal Welfare Society, Athens, Greece
The International Society for Animal Rights, Inc., Clnrks Summit, Pennsylvania
Lake City Animal Shelter, Lake City, !'lorida
Ligue Fram;aise des Droites de IJAnhnal, Paris, France
The Missouri League for Humane Progress, St. Louis, 1-Hssouri
Nacogdoches County Humane Society, Nacogdoches, Texas
National Equine Defence League, Carlisle, England
National 1-Imnane Education Society, Leesburg, Virginia
Nilgiri Animal Welfare Society, Nilgiris, South India
Nordic Society agninst Painful Experiments on Animuls, 1-Iagcrstcn, Sweden
Pelican .Mun Sanctuary, Sarasota, Florida
People's Dispensary for Sicli Animals, Shropshire, England
Pythagoras, Vienna, Austria
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Fiji, Suva, Fiji
Society for the Protection of Animals Abroad, London, England
SPCA National Council of Southern Africa, Southdnle, .Johannesburg, South Africa
S.T.O.P.P. (Stop the O"erpopulation of Pets, Inc.), Mansfield, Ohio
Tierschutzverein fiir Berlin und Umgebung Corp., Berlin, Germany
World Society for the Protection of Animals, London. England
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voices of protest against animals in education. Lessons founded on suffering and
death are of dubious value to the student,
and they are clearly detrimental to the animal. When they are not harmed in the
process, animals can play a valuable role
in education. Students must demand, and
teachers must implement, learning environments based on respect for other living
organisms and the recognition that they,
too, can suffer.-Jonathan Balcombe,

Ph.D., HSUS assistant director for education, Laboratmy Animals
1 E.L. Gibbs, G.W Nace, and M.B. Enunons, "The
Live Frog Is Almost Dead," Bioscience 21 (1971):
1027-1036.
'B.B. Bonner, D. Eng, and 0. Feingold, "Bacteriology
in Wild and Warehoused Red-Eared Slider Turtles:
Trachemys Scripta Elegans," in The Proceedings of
the 13th Annual He1petological Symposium on Captive Propagation and Husbandly (International Herpatological Symposium, Inc., 1989), 1-9.

MARINE MAMMALS

To Swim with Dolphins
Study contradicts programs 'benign image

5

ince the mid-1980s, so-called swimwith-the-dolphin (SWTD) programs
have been publicized as benign, enjoyable ways to get to know gentle, intelligent marine mammals. Visitors to SWTD
facilities can pet captive dolphins in shallow water or be towed along by holding a
dolphin's dorsal fin. The National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), the federal
agency until recently responsible for regulating such programs, has collected injury
reports on people participating in SWTD
programs since 1989 and in 1992 commissioned a study on the risks involved.
Both the study (whose results were published in April) and the injury reports
clearly support The HSUS 's position that
SWTD programs promote dangerous and
stressful situations for humans and dolphins alike.
There has never been a report of a wild
dolphin injuring a human swimmer. However, the NMFS received more than a
dozen reports of injuries to people who
participated in SWTD programs, ranging
from lacerations to broken bones and
shock. One man suffered a cracked sternum when butted by a dolphin with his
snout, and a woman received a broken
arm when another dolphin butted her with
his snout. Several dolphin biologists have
noted that the injuries captive dolphins inflict on humans are rarely accidental; dolHSUS NEWS • Fall 1994

phins are extremely adept with their
movements in water. Yet all of the injuries
reported to the NMFS have been labeled
accidents. (Facilities until recently have
been required to report all injuries to humans.) Broken arms and ribs have been
ascribed to so-called accidental bumps. In
characterizing the dolphins' behavior as
unintentional, SWTD personnel are exploiting the desire of the public to believe
that dolphins are incapable of deliberately

hurting humans.
In fact, the stress inflicted by the unnatural conditions of captivity often causes dolphins to behave aberrantly toward
people and other dolphins. A dolphin can
inflict minor to serious injuries on people
for various reasons, some of which are
neither obvious nor predictable. The risk
is always present and is potentially lethal.
While it is tmlikely that any dolphin
would kill someone purposely, an aggressive animal would be capable of killing a
comparatively fragile human even if the
animal intended only to injure. This risk
of serious injury or death to swimmers in
SWTD programs has significant implications for the dolphins. An animal involved
in an injurious or fatal interaction would
be removed from the program, and his/her
fate would be in question.
The NMFS report's analysis demonstrates that both dolphins and swimmers
are at risk in SWTD programs. The report
concludes that female and young swimmers are most at risk from aggressive and
aberrant sexual behavior by dolphins.
Dolphins face the greatest risk from male
swinuners. The report clearly indicates
that, to ensure the safety ofboth dolphins
and swimmers, SWTD programs must be
strictly controlled. "Control," according to
the study's definition, is supervision by
trainers of the interactions between dol-

Harmlessji-olic or stress.fitl encounter? For a fee, visitors to swim-with-the-dolphin facilities can interact with captive dolphins.
11

Bottle-nosed dolphins in the wild enjoy their version of a swim-with-the-dolphin program. Stress often causes captive dolphins to behave aberrantly.
phins and swimmers.
Dolphins frequently display submissive behaviors toward humans in uncontrolled swims. This fact indicates a very
disturbing dynamic between the humans
(usually male) and dolphins, since dolphins are larger and stronger than humans
and are in their own element. This submissive behavior is indicative of a persistent level of stress to which the dolphin in
an SWTD program is subjected. A dolphin's submissive posture could affect the
dominance hierarchy within the dolphin's
social group, resulting in increased injury
to the submissive animal. The report also
notes that there is growing evidence that
submissive behaviors are linked to biochemical changes in the body that may
have serious long-term effects on health.
The NMFS required that dolphins have
some area within the swim enclosure that
served as a refuge from swimmers. The
report expressed concern regarding the
concept of dolphin "refuges." As the
NMFS defined refuges, swimmers would
not be allowed in the area and dolphins
would be free to enter it whenever they
chose. However, the report noted that, at
one facility, the refuge was neither easily
accessible nor attractive to the dolphins,
and the animals never freely entered it. At
12

the other facilities, while the refuges were
easily accessible and attractive and the
dolphins freely entered them, the animals
were routinely recalled for swims, thus essentially negating the refuge's purpose.
From the facilities' point of view, recalling dolphins from the refuges during
swims makes sense. Their customers are
paying to swim with dolphins, not to
watch dolphins avoid them. From the dolphins' point of view, however, being recalled from a refuge means that they are
not allowed to choose the level of interaction they find tolerable, which could increase the level of stress suffered by the
dolphins. This issue is another example of
the clear conflict between the profit motive of SWTD programs and the behavioral needs of dolphins.
The NMFS study raised questions
about the fate of dolphins who wash
out-found to be unsuitable for STWD
programs, either because they do not interact readily with humans or because
they cannot be allowed to interact safely
with them. Several dolphins have been removed from these programs because they
became overly aggressive or consistently
exhibited inapproptiate sexual behavior.
The NMFS study did not, unfortunately,
suggest a specific plan for what to do with

washed-out dolphins.* Should SWTD
programs proliferate, the number of dolphins deemed unusable would undoubtedly increase. The potential to develop a
population of delinquent dolphins is
alarming. It is of paramount importance
that contingency plans for such unwanted
animals be established. It is unacceptable
for these animals simply to be caged and
neglected until their deaths.
The SWTD programs hold even
greater potential for disaster, however.
Until the recent passage of the Marine
Matrunal Protection Act (MMPA)
Amendments of 1994, the NMFS regulated the SWTD programs in the United
States and designated them "experimental," prohibiting their proliferation until
the completion of its study. Almost simultaneously with the publication of the
NMFS study, however, the new MMPA
passed. Under new law, the NMFS no
longer regulates SWTD programs. The
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS), the agency now in sole charge
of ensuring the humane treatment of captive marine mammals, currently has no
regulations governing these programs.
Unregulated, SWTD programs may now
proliferate unchecked.
It is imperative that APHIS promptly
issue regulations governing SWTD programs. The HSUS is working with the
agency to expedite this process. Whatever
regulations are eventually promulgated,
they must be strict and rigorous. If SWTD
programs cannot be made reasonably and
consistently safe for both dolphins and
swimmers, they should be prohibited.
-Naomi A. Rose, Ph.D., HSUS marine
mammal scientist

* SWTD programs have three options when a dolphin washes out. They could send the animal to a
standard marine park, but the public-display induslTy
is currently glutted with dolphins, and it is unlikely
any park would take another one. They could rehabilitate and release the dolphin to the wild, but the industry has a policy of opposing this option. It is concerned that the public would question the ethics of
holding these intelligent (and economically valuable)
animals in captivity if they could be returned to the
wild. Lastly, they could keep the dolphin, providing
it with minimal care at the SWTD facility, an option
that politically is less expensive to the industry as a
whole but is not in the best interests of the animal.
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CITES COMES
TO FLORIDA
elegates from 122 nations cies' level of protection from international
will converge on Fort Laud- commerCial trade. Species that are threat-·
erdale, Florida, November ened with extinction are listed on Appen7-18 for the ninth bieimial dix I and are barined from commercial
conference of the Parties to .trade. Species that may become threatthe Convention on International Trade in ened are listed on Appendix II, and their
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and trade is closely monitored.
Flora(CITES). The United Nations-sponAlmost from the onset, the species' apsored CITES treaty was signed in recogni- pendix designations have been decided by
tion ofth~ fact that "international cooper- the parties to CITES using the so-called
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tain species of wild fauna and flora Criteria spell · out an interpretation of
against over-utilization through _interna~ CITES that was agreed upon at the first
tiona] trade."
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~at fur and in anior other causes of
mals such as wild
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governments
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Zimbabwe, Japan,
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and Norway) are
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Even party nations
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the appendices de- CITES Appendix I protection if pro- species has been
tennines that spe- posed listing criteria are adopted.
listed on Appen-
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Frustrated by restrictions on trade
in species such as chimpanzees~
pro-trade interests seek changes. in
CITES interpretation.

dices I or II, positive scientific evidence
that it can.withstand exploitation resulting
from removal of protection ruust be produced before the species can be down-listed (moved from one appendix to. another

RETURN OF THE
ELEPHANT TRADE?

F

or over a decade, CITES monitored
the legal trade in elephant ivory, believing that it could control the
amount traded. It became clear that this
was impossible. Between 1979 and
1989, more than half of Africa's elephants were slaughtered for this lucrative
business. By the late 1980s, an elephant
was killed for his/her ivory every eight
minutes, and more than 90 percent of the
ivory in the so-called legal trade was actually taken from poached elephants. In
1989, following a tough campaign by
The HSUS and other organizations,
CITES delegates voted to place the
Afi·ican elephant on CITES Appendix I,
providing the species with protection
from international commercial trade.
Since then poaching has been dramatically reduced, and elephant populations
are recovering.
In November CITES delegates will
consider whether to accept proposals by
South Africa and the Sudan to move
their elephant populations from Appendix I to Appendix II. If accepted, these
proposals will eventually allow the inter-

/
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that provides less protection) or de-listed
(removed from the appendices and denied
all CITES protection). These precautionary measures "allow species· to retain protection when their status is uncertain.
For, the November meeting, the CITES
standing committee has proposed new
listing criteria that would .require party nations to provide scientific evidence that
species have fallen below specific nun1erical standards-with regard to population ·
size, geographic range size, or rate of decline-in order to qualify for Appendix I
. protection. The proposed criteria would
. apply the same set of numerical standards
to every species of plant and animal on
Earth, regardless of vastly different reproductive rates and abilities to recover from
overuse in international trade. Furthermore, inclusion on the CITES appendices
of species whose status is unclear would
be much more difficult. lt would be more
difficult for poor countries, whose ability

national commercial trade in ivory and
other elephant parts to resume, and the
poaching of elephants will surely increase. The elephants need your help!
Please call 1-800-NO-IVORY to send
a message by Western Union to U.S.

to fund such scientific studies is limited,
to gain CITES protection for their wild, life. Species could be down-listed from
Appendix I to Appendix II as soon as they
no longer met the numerical criteria and
were deemed unlikely to meet the criteria
within three years after down-listing.
If the proposed l-isting criteria are accepted, many of the endangered species,
such as elephants, chimpanzees, cheetahs,
humpback whales, scarlet macaws, and
olive ridley sea turtles, in need of CITES
Appendix I protection from trade may no
longer quaUfy for such a designation.
HSUS/HSI will attend the CITES
meeting to fight the listing criteria proposal and to lobby CITES delegates to
vote in favor of protection from trade for
more than one hundred species\ of animals, including the minke whale, red panda, brown hyena, leopard cat, African elephant, white rhinoceros, hippopotamus,
vicuna, and Nile crocodile.
D

Vice President Al Gore insisting that the
United States votes to keep African elephants on CITES Appendix I, ensuring
their maximum protection. (Western
Union will bill you $5.20 to send this
message).
D

If African elephants are denied Appendix I protection, the legal international trade in ivory will further threaten the elephant population.
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An endangered olive
ridley sea turtle
makes her way up a
Costa Rican be.ach.
The olive ridley is
protected from predation for the shell
trade, but sea-turtle
farming could develop if CITES protection
were to be decreased.

Though once found
all along the eastern
seaboard of Canada,
walruses have been
wiped out by hunting
in the Northwest Atlantic. Canadian laws
intended to coordinate plans to protect
endangered species
are a bewildering

is riddled with legal loopholes that are regarded as favoring development . over
wildlife and the environment.
Canadians want effective protection
for wildlife, but politicians have respond~
ed to this desire simply by creating a committee whose chief function is to record
the epitaph§ of a growing Jist of endan-

REHABILITATION
REAPS REWARDS

T

ENDANGERED
SPECIES ALERT
i

/

H

SI (Canada), with other concerned groups and individil·als, is sounding a national
alarm over a report that twenty-on~ species have recently.
been added to Canada's list of endangered
species. These additions bring to 256 the
numb<er of species of animal and plant life
deemed to be at risk in Canada.
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Many other species of plants and animals also may be in trouble, but human
and financial resources are needed- to investigate· ·each case. Such resources are
not being allocated; neither. (!re government agencies that are responsible' for
protecting wildlife doing anything meaningful to staunch the terrible loss of life
and habitat.

Canada has no endangered-species
laws to require federal, provincial, or territorial governments to· protect endangered species or prevent the .destruction of
their habitat.
The first step of the protection process,
the. identification of endangered species
and wilderness areas: lies within a bewildering labyrinth that includes three levels
of government, thirteen jurisdictions, and
more than twenty separate agencies. This
morass of laws and regulations has become a minefield. to negotiate fOF. those
concerned with the effective protection of
wildlife and habitats.
A government study found that 83 percent of Canadians believe it is important
to protect endangered species. Without an
endangered species act, no single agency
has the mandate to implement meaningful
recovery programs for threatened species
of wildlife and their habitat.
To make matters worse, current Cap.adian
environmental-impact-assessment
laws do not include specific-references to
wildlife. The impact-assessment process
HSUS NEWS • Fall1994 ·

he HSUS/HSI has been providing
strong support to a rescue-and-rehabilitation program for wild birds
in Honduras since the summer of 1991
(see the Fall 1991 and Spring 1992
HSUS News). The program grew out of
our investigation into the illegal capture
and worldwide export from Honduras of
birds for the pet trade. That investigation
led to a historic collaboration between
HSUS/HSI and the government of Honduras to stop the brutal trade in wild
birds and return confiscated parrots to
the wild. A dedicated team of American
and Honduran biologists, veterinarians,
and wildlife rehabilitators, supported by
HSUS/HSI, has worked to establish a
bird-release center and to train rehabilitation personnel.
On August 26, 1993, in a ceremony
attended by the president of Honduras,
these efforts culminated in the dedication
of a permanent rehabilitation facility in
the city of La Ceiba on land that had
been donated to the Fundaci6n Cuero y
Salado, a Honduran nongovernmental
organization. The Asociaci6n Del Medio
Ambiente y Rehabilitaci6n de Aves Silvestres (AMARAS), as the facility is
known, has assumed complete responsibility for the rescue and rehabilitation of
wild birds. HSUS/HSI was represented
at the dedication by Richard Farinato,
HSUS director of captive-wildlife protection, who is the liaison between
AMARAS and HSUS/HSI.
As part of its commitment to the
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gered species.
The Committee on the Status ofEndan-.
gered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), an
ad hoc group composed of representatives
from provincial and territorial· governments, federal agencies, and national conservation organizations, meets .annually in
April to assess status r_eports on species

that may be endangered. The committee
has no legal authority and has been
warned by politicians. that it has no right
even to attach recommendations" for action plans to its status reports. At the present rate at which COSEWIC is studying
the problem, it could take the committee
more than a thousand years to evaluate all

wild-bird project, HSUS/HSI presented a
rehabilitation and veterinary workshop
in La Ceiba in July. Dr. Ramon Villeda
Bermudez, minister of natural resources
of Honduras, and John W Grandy, Ph.D.,
HSUS vice president, Wildlife and Habitat Protection, welcomed the attendees.
Celia Valverde, D.VM., University of
California, Davis; Austin Stokes, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, and
Mr. Farinato taught the four-day workshop for thirty people from organizations
and government agencies in Honduras
concerned with the protection of widlife
and habitat.
The workshop offered both practical
and theoretical training to those involved
in the confiscation, treatment, rehabilitation, and release of birds. Medical care,

bird management, nutrition, and release
criteria and techniques were among the
topics examined, with parrots and
macaws a focus. Such species are those
usually captured or removed from nests
as babies for the pet trade. Because
AMARAS staff was raising a number of
parrot nestlings who had been confiscated just prior to the session, the class had
the opportunity to learn first-hand about
the feeding of baby Amazon parrots.
The AMARAS project represents a
strong conn11itrnent by HSUS/HSI and by
Honduras to its wildlife and to environmental education. With more than one
hundred birds returned to the wild thus
far, the project is helping to ensure the
survival of some of the rarest and most
beautiful birds in the world.
D

Rehabilitated parrots are reintroduced to the wild in Honduras. HSUS/HSI
believes rescue workshops can foster support for wildlife protection.
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of Canada's species!
The Committee on the Recovery of Nationally Endangered Wildlife (RENEW),
anoth~r ad hoc committee also lacking legal authority, has approved a handful of
recovery plans for endangered wildlife.
Neither COSEWIC nor RENEW currentc
ly has a mandate to include nonvertebrate
species, groups of species, or habitats in
their assessment process.
At the United Nations Earth Summit,

held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, Canada
played a leading role in the drafting and
passage of the Convention on Biological
Diversity, signed by more than 160 nations. The convention calls for ''the conservation of ecosystems ... and natural habitats and the maintenance and recovery of
viable populations of species in their naturaL surroundings."
·
Federal, provincial, ·and territorial govemments must review their laws to deter-

mine how well the country is fulfilling the
convention's requirements.
, However, because wildlife use has historically been primarily the responsibility
of provincial and territorial govemments,
there is no doubt that constitutional challenges would be mounted against the passage of a national endangered species act.
HSI (Canada) is fDrrnulating more effective ways to bring to Canadians the information needed to demand decisive, im-

n1ediate action on endangered species and
·
wilderness areas.
The· walrus, grizzly bear, blaek-foote4 ·
ferret, and swift fox have been extirpated
in regions 'of Canada. HSI (Canada) be~
lieves that wildlife has an inherent right to
protection and that Cai1adian children deserve to see wild species thriving in their
natural habitat-not in a glass case, gathering dust in a museum.-Michael 0 'Sullivan, directOJ~ HSJ(Canada)

tistics. Although many scientists believe
implementation of the RMP will protect
whale populations from being driven to
even lower numbers, many others believe, as does The HSUS, that the RMP is
flawed. Its underpinnings are largely unproven biological assumptions regarding
whale-reproductive rates, average life
span, and other data. The RMP assumes
that there are relatively accurate assessments of current and historical whalepopulation sizes. The current method of
counting whales, however, is based on a
primitive-and, we believe, inaccuratesystem through which the sighting of a
few whales is, by extrapolation, translated into whale-population estimates of

tens of thousands. Whaling countries
may have already manipulated whale
numbers in their previous reports to the
IWC. They want to "prove," with inflated
figures, that whales exist in sufficient
numbers to sustain a resumption of commercial whaling, which has been banned
by the IWC since 1985. The HSUS believes that the moratorium on commercial
whaling has not been in place long
enough for the slow-breeding whale populations to have recovered from centuries
of exploitation.
In another major action, the IWC voted to create a Southern Ocean sanctuary
for whales. If the moratorium on commercial whaling is ever lifted, the sanctuary will afford protection to a large population of whales who breed and feed in
the Southern Ocean. Unfortunately, however, so-called scientific whaling will be
permitted in the sanctuary.*
Japan has filed with the IWC a formal
objection to the creation of the sanctuary.
According to IWC rules, it will be entitled to whale commercially in the .Southern Ocean if the moratorium is ever lifted
and will not be bound by any IWC regulations governing the Southern Ocean
sanchmry. Japan's objection may simply
be a tactical maneuver to get the IWC to
agree to give Japan a cmm11ercial coastalwhaling quota at next year's meeting.

Such a quota would in effect breach the
cmmnercial-whaling ban.
Of great interest was a presentation
by Prof. David Blackmore of Massey
University, New Zealand, on the humane
killing of whales. Professor Blackmore
set forth evidence that suggests current
methods of killing whales are extremely
inhumane. He focused on the electric
lance, used by the Japanese in conjunction with the harpoon. A resolution calling for a ban on the electric lance was
withdrawn when Japan threatened to
boycott 1995's IWC humane-killing
workshop if it were passed (see the Fall
1993 HSUS News).
HSUS members can help whales by
writing to President Bill Clinton. Let
him know that the U.S. govermnent must
continue to suppmi a total moratorium
on commercial whaling and use existing
laws to institute sanctions against countries that ignore the IWC moratorium.
HSUS members can also support our
boycott of Norwegian products, principally fish and cheese. Ask your grocer to
stop carrying Norwegian products and
ask restaurants not to serve Norwegian
food so long as Nmway continues to
whale in defiance of the IWC ban.
Although the sanchmry may seem to
be a victory for whales, it may serve as a
rationale for opening the rest of the
world to cmmnercial whaling. The
HSUS believes that all of the Earth's
oceans should be a sanctuary for all
whales.-Patricia Forkan, senior vice
president, HSI

Lilian Schnog, the
guiding spirit behind
the great success of
the AHPPACR, oversees the care of the
shelter's animals. HSI
is proud to support
the AHPPACR.

HSIMEXICO

SANCTUARY, RMP
PROPOSALS PASS

I

n May the International Whaling
Cmmnission (IWC) held a controversyfilled annual meeting in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
The IWC adopted a resolution implementing the Revised Management Procedure (RMP), a whale-management regime under which commercial whaling
could eventually be allowed and setting
forth the parameters of a Revised Management Scheme (RMS). The RMP, the
main component of the RMS, is a mathematical model based on questionable sta-

Patricia Forkan discusses pending issues with members of the Irish delegation to the IWC. Despite the meeting's idyllic setting, emotions ran high.
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*Scientific ·whaling is activity conducted under a
scientific permit that any nation can issue to itself.
The nation can kill as many whales as it wants, as
long as it submits a research plan to the IWC's scientific committee.
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DEDICATION
AND TRIUMPH

M

any of our activities in animal protection are extremely depressing. Elephants. killed in- Africa,
birds smuggled il113razil,
primates suffering in lndonesia-sori1etimes the problems appear overwhelming
and fill' us with despair. The sheer number
of animals in distress makes it easy to forget that, in many parts of the world, very
special people are making a difference for
animals and, more,dramatically, are winning the fight to make -our world a more

humane one.
In Costa Rica the Asociaci6n Humanitaria Para la Protecci6n A~1imal. de Costa
Rica (AHPPACR) bas set up an anitnal
shelter, veterinary hospital, and wildlife
refuge complex -north of Heredia. -The
AHPPACR has achieved major success.
Its future looks even brighter.
Two years ago John A. Hoyt, president
of HSI, and Lilian Schnog, president of
the AHPPACR, shared a vision. They
wished to develop a program in Costa Rica that would provide a home and way
19

station for homeless companion animals,
debilitated farm animals, aM- injured
wildlife; maintain a progressive veterinary-care facility that ~ould never ,refuse

care to an animal because the-owner could
not pay; and educate the people of Costa
Rica to value and respect all creatures ..
l/~ing donated vaccines and veterinary

equipment obtained by Linda Snow,
L. VT, a veterinary technician from
Michigan, the AHPPACR's veterinary
staff performs 225 neuters and spays a
month. One day a week, <:;arlos A. Moncada Mora, D.VM:, the AHPPACR's fulltime veterinarian; and Ms. Schnog drive
for hours to hold spay-and-neuter clinics
in remote· locations. More than 146 animals pass through the clinic each month,
receiving checkups, vaccinations, surgery,
and emergency treatment.
' A recent cover story in Costa Rica Today, a national newspaper, reported that
"in one short period ... [Dr: Moncada Mora] performed forty sterilizations, tended
to aprize rottweiler brought [to the shelter] suffering the last stages of parvo
[virus], dealt with a very upset boxer owner and a not-so-peppy boxer, dressed the
wounds an the hind quarters of an
Airedale [who] had come into ... contact
with a porcupine, then left in the refuge's
pickup, with a local fanner to tend to an
ailing cow."
Ms. Schnog is the force behind the

A LIFE-CHANGING
INJECTION

The liquid in my syringe was not the
blue euthanasia solution I have come to
know far too well. Pied had given me the
opportunity to become one of a small
group of laypeople, under the supervision of an attending veterinarian, permitted to halt the reproductive cycle of a
companion animal with a single injection. In the syringe had been a groundbreaking substance called N eutersol'"'.
N eutersol consists of neutralized zinc
arginine, which, when injected into the
testicles or epididymus of male dogs and
cats, renders them pennanently sterile.
Chemical sterilization is not a new
idea to Mostafa S. Fahim, Ph.D., who has
studied injectible sterilizing chemicals
for more than twenty years. Dr. Fahim
found that zinc, although naturally occurring in the composition of the male
reproductive fluid and tissue, produces
sterility, without side effects, when neutralized and combined with arginine.
Neutersol, patented in 1990, does not
cause animals any pain or discomfort, either during or after the injection. Within
a week, the injected animal is sterile.
Pied was one of twelve dogs and five

cats injected with Neutersol in just a few
hours. Oblivious to the important role
they played in the future of pet-overpopulation efforts worldwide, the twelve remained playful and active for the next
week as we monitored them.
Dr. Fahim's goal is to make it possible
for shelter technicians to sterilize chemically all companion animals in their care.
He is working with the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration to gain approval for
Neutersol 's use in this country.
HSUS/HSI is committed to helping
Dr. Fahim achieve this monumental goal
by assisting with this and other field
studies ofNeutersol. Under the guidance
of Drs. Hugh Wheir and Carlos Moncada Mora, we will visit Pied and his companions in their adoptive homes over the
next year to gather data for Dr. Fahim.
Until Neutersol is available in the
United States, the drug will offer shelter
technicians overseas an altemative to the
chilling nightmare of euthanasia and offer their U.S. colleagues the dream of
one day seeing an end to the tragedy of
pet overpopulation.-Sally Fekety, associate, animal care and sheltering, HSUS

Carlos A. Moncada Mora; D.V.M., the AHPPACR's dedicated veterinarian, provides professional care to Costa Rica's animals in need.

A

shelter technician lifted "Pied," the
tri-colored hound, onto the examination table in the AHPPACR's
veterinary clinic. His littermate, "Piper,"
sat anxiously in the corner.
When I had arrived at the busy shelter
two days earlier, puppies had filled the
lobby. Rows of malnourished dogs had
pushed their noses through shelter cage
bars, pleading for the attention busy
shelter workers did their best to provide.
Pet overpopulation is as evident in Costa
Rica as it is in the United States.
Pied shivered nervously as a dosage
was drawn into a syringe.
As I held the syringe, I realized that
what I was about to do would change me
forever. I looked into Pied's brown, trusting eyes. I carefully inserted the syringe's
needle into his body. He did not flinch. I
took a deep breath and injected the solution.
I attempted to appear nonchalant, but
sudden tears flooded my eyes.
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shelter's growth and success. As one
elderly lady recently said, "She's a
dynamo, and there's· no slowing he~
down." Six days a week, Ms. Schnog, the
AHPPACR,'s chief volunteer, leaves her
house early each moming to direct shelter
operations and returns at 7:00 P.M. She is
aided by six dedicated workers and a
cadre of volunteers. Shelter staff care for
all animals, from horses and cattle to
sloths, wild birds, <tnd the occasional armadillo. Whenever possible,- patients
nursed back to health are returned home
or released into the wild.
In August an exciting project was initla,ted at the shelter thatrepresents a potentialmiracle in C<;Jmbating the ove,rpopulation of dogs and cats in nations without
the ability to control populations thrQugh
surgical methods . .Using a grant from the
Leonard X. Bosack and Bette M. Kruger
Foundation, a team headed by Hugh
Wheir, D.VM., director ofthe Animal Alliance, performed field studies utilizing
the male chemical sterilant zinc arginine.
The sterilant was developed by Mostafa S.
Fahim, Ph.D., professor_and director of
the Center for Reproductive Science and
Technology, the University of Missouri
(see sidebar).
In another exciting development, more
than $'1 0,000 worth of veterinary medical
supplies and equipment was delivered to
the hospital. The equipment, essential to
following up on the zinc arginine studies,
assures that the AHPPACR's veterinary
hospital is one of the finest in Latin
America. Ambitious plans call for the
AHPPACR to become the training and
teaching facility for other HSI projects in
Latin America. ··
Other plans call for expanding the veterinary hospital, installing new facilities
for cats, and building a new house for the
round-the-clock caretaker. A recently purchased used truck provides reliable transportation to the remote sites where steiilization projects are held and greatly increases the AHPPACR's ability to deal
with emergencies.
The efforts of dedicated people and the
support of HSUS/HSI members make the
AHPPACR's success story one that has
the potential to be repeated in other countries. For more informatiol), contact Janet
Frake, e)\ecutive ' administrator, HSI.David K. Wills, executive direcfor, HSI
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SUPPLIES PROVIDE
A SECOND CHANCE

H

SUS/HSI's work in Latin America and throughout the United
States has been made much easier by donations from many corporations. Gifts of vaccines, antibiotics,
anthelmintics, vitamins, and other veterinary supplies have been received
from the Fort Dodge Company, SmithKline Beecham, Rhone-Merieux, Pitman Moore, and the Butler Company.
These supplies have enabled HSUS/
HSI to care for thousands of animals
who would otherwise be facing hopelessness.
Two years ago vaccines were rarely
available in Costa Rica. Expired vaccines were often sold by local clinics
and were so expensive that the average
pet owner would have to pay more than
a month's salary for a single vaccine.
Distemper, parvovirus, and upper-respiratory infections were epidemic, and
many companion animals suffered and
died. With the donated vaccines,
AHPPACR has vaccinated five thousand
dogs and twenty-five hundred cats since
the beginning of the program. The results have been gratifYing! Cases of infectious diseases seen at the shelter have

decreased by 75 percent. Happy-and
healthy--companion animals now can be
placed in loving homes.
Medical supplies have provided highquality care to hundreds of sick or injured animals. In the past, dogs and cats
with fractured limbs were euthanatized
or, perhaps worse, left to heal untended.
Today broken bones are repaired, and
patients are then reh1rned to grateful
families. A new gas-anesthetic machine
has made it possible to spay and neuter
puppies and kittens as young as twelve
weeks of age.
Last year the same companies, along
with The lams Company, donated supplies and food for disaster relief during
the floods in the U.S. Midwest. Animals, suddenly homeless, were rescued,
vaccinated or treated for diseases, and
provided with food, water, and shelter
until they could be reunited with their
owners.
Veterinary dmgs and equipment have
also been given to spay-and-neuter clinics in the pueblos of New Mexico and to
the HSJ wild-bird-rehabilitation project
in Honduras (see page 17).
Without the cooperation of these corporations and their representatives, HSI
could not have provided help to so many
animals in desperate need.-Linda
Snow, L. VT, veterinary consultant, HSI

A dog from the streets of Costa Rica has had a broken leg treated owing to
the tireless efforts of those at the AHPPACR.
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Many Thoroughbred racehorses who aren't fast
enough often enough are sold to killer buyers.
Inset: Even injured horses sold at auction must
often endure grueling trips to slaughter.
they return periodically during the course
of the day. She is unaware that her fate
hangs in the balance as the investigators
closely follow her progress through the
auction. One of the first horses into the
auction ring, she is sold to the buyer for the
Texas plant.
At 5:00 P.M. Quick Whistle is loaded
onto a double-decker slaughter-bound
truck. A horse with grotesquely swollen,
bloody legs, a Thoroughbred with a severe
limp, stallions, pregnant mares, and small
ponies are packed into the truck with her.
The last horse loaded puts up a fight, and
the men loading the truck have a difficult
time getting him into the vehicle's bottom
tier. They beat the horse in the face, whip
him, and prod him with a stick.
The truck pulls out of the parking lot at
5:30 P.M. and heads for Texas, a journey
24

that will cover more than 1,200 miles. For
the horses, it will be a grueling twenty-four
hours without food, water, or rest.

D

espite the enormous amount of suffering involved, the slaughter of
horses for human consumption is an
industry that has yet to evoke the
outrage of the public, largely because most people are unaware of its existence. Close to 300,000 horses from this
country are slaughtered every year to satisfy the demand for horsemeat in Europe,
Japan, and Mexico.
The HSUS has conducted a year-long,
intensive undercover investigation into the
slaughter of horses for human consumption. HSUS investigators have documented every stage of the process. They have
seen the callousness at the auction, where
unwanted horses are sold to killer buyers,
those who purchase horses for slaughterhouses. They have seen the suffering endured by horses packed as tightly as possible into double-decker trucks-designed

for cattle-whose ceilings are too low to
allow the longer-legged horses to stand
upright. Finally, they have seen the cruelty
of the slaughterhouse kill floor itself,
where terrified, shaking animals meet a violent end.
The investigations began in Texas, at
the Bel-Tex horse-slaughter plant in Fort
Worth. Bel-Tex is the largest of the nine
horse-slaughter plants in the United States;
1,500 horses a week die there. At Bel-Tex
investigators found sickening examples of
abuse and neglect: horses who had been
starved, horses so severely foundered (affected with a painful foot condition) they
were barely able to walk, horses unable to
stand, and horses with huge tumors protruding from their abdomens. Most shocking was the number of young, healthy horses we found awaiting slaughter in the pens
at Bel-Tex. We even saw young foals, still
nursing. So many of the horses there were
beautifully groomed, with polished hooves
and trimmed manes. Where had they come
from? Where were their owners? They
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seemed bewildered by
their surroundings. No
doubt some of them had,
just days before, been the
pampered companions of
individuals who had sold
them at auction-perhaps
unaware that their cherished friends would fall
into the hands of killer
buyers-and were now
hours away from being
butchered.
Investigators watched
as trucks from as far away
as California, Idaho,
Florida, and Ohio unloaded their cargo at the
slaughter facility;
as
many as 45 horses had
been packed into some of
the vehicles. Many had
suffered injuries during the journey: we
saw horses stagger off trucks, limping on
three legs; others were covered with blood
from cuts and abrasions. Some did not survive the trip: we saw one horse who had
been pulled out of a truck, dead, his leg almost completely severed.
HSUS investigators followed doubledecker trucks halfway across the country;
they made no stops to feed or water the
horses they held. Nor was there any relief
at the slaughter plant: never, during any of
the visits to Bel-Tex, did investigators see
food or water provided to the horses.
Although the slaughter of horses is covered by the federal Humane Slaughter Act,
what HSUS investigators witnessed on the
kill floor of Bel-Tex was anything but humane in any usual sense. The closer the
horses in line came to the floor, the more
fearful they became. They grew agitated
and trembled as the sound of the stun gun
and the kill-floor machinery became increasingly louder. One horse, his eyes wide
with fright, managed to crane his head over
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the top of the barrier separating
him from the horse being stunned,
just as the horse ahead of him
crashed to the floor. Horses in the
stunning chute shook violently
with fear, sometimes falling and
scrambling back to their feet, as the
stunner tried to position the gun
over their forehead. The stunner
was often careless and missed his
mark. The kill-floor employees
laughed and shouted as a horse
rolled out of the stunning chute onto the floor, convulsing violently,
his head raised. In addition, an
~HSUS undercover investigator,
presumed to be a visitor simply observing kill-floor activities and untrained
in the use of stun guns, was invited to shm
horses by Bel-Tex employees, which raises
questions about the soundness of procedures on the Bel-Tex kill floor.
It is difficult to describe adequately the
emotions we investigators felt as we witnessed the slaughter of these animals. We
were horrified by the smell and sight of the
river of horse blood around our feet and
honified by the bodies suspended from the
ceiling, bodies that gradually looked less
and less like horses as they progressed
down the line to where workers cut their
legs off with hock cutters and removed their
heads. We were anxious about being on the
kill floor itself, with its dangerous machinery and swinging carcasses. We were afraid
of being discovered by people who, were
they to leam our true identities, would sure-

ly try to prevent us from exposing the atrocities we had witnessed. More than anything
we were angry, angry that the people whom
these horses had trusted had allowed them
to end up in this situation.

I

n November the HSUS Investigations
section received an anonymous call
from someone who claimed to be affiliated with the Mountaineer Park racetrack in Chester, West Virginia. The
caller reported that a racehorse named
"Club Limo" had broken his leg two days
before and was scheduled to be transported
to the horse auction that was held every
Friday in Sugarcreek. The caller was outraged that, rather than put the horse out of
his misery, the owner had chosen to subject
him to the ordeal of the auction and the
long trip to slaughter.
An HSUS undercover investigator was
dispatched to the auction to follow up on
this report. She located the horse in a pen
with a dozen others. His broken leg
flopped uselessly. When the investigator
expressed concern about his condition and
fate, auction employees joked about the
horse being "salvageable." There was little
more that the investigator could do without
the 1isk of arousing suspicion about her
identity. Nothing she observed was against
the law, since it is completely legal to sell
and transport horses with broken legs to
slaughter. Club Limo, along with another
injured Thoroughbred from Mountaineer
Park, was loaded onto a double-decker
truck and transported to slaughter in Texas.
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Later, Investigations staff researched Club
Limo's racing record. He had placed first
three times in his career, and his bloodlines
included several horses who had raced in
the Kentucky Derby.
In January 1994 two HSUS investigators
traveled to the Mountaineer Park racetrack
to determine the number of Thoroughbreds
being sold to slaughter plants. For several
weeks we watched as apparently healthy
racehorses were picked up at the track,
transported to the auction in Ohio, and sold
to killer buyers. We watched as the racehorses were packed into livestock trucks
along with injured horses, aggressive stallions, and small ponies. Horses who were
hard to load were beaten in the face and
whipped. Investigations staff traced the tattoos of five of the Thoroughbreds and discovered that all of them had placed first at
least once during their careers and that all
were related to horses who had once raced
in the Kentucky Derby.

I

n April HSUS investigators traveled to
a horse feedlot in Montana and found
downed and severely crippled horses
with no shelter in freezing conditions as
they awaited transport to slaughter.
Horses who had died had been left to rot
among the living animals. We found mares
with very young foals at their sides as well.
We followed trucks from the facility to
the Bouvry slaughter plant in Alberta,
Canada. There we found an incredible
number of draft horses and what appeared
to be wild horses awaiting slaughter. We
were shocked at the number of very young
horses; there were hundreds of animals
who appeared to be less than one year old.
Conditions on the kill floor at this plant
were no better than those seen at Bel-Tex.
Employees used sawed-off shotguns to stun
the animals and were very careless in their
technique.
We watched as a young draft horse was
killed. He was too large to fit into the stunning chute where the smaller horses were
shot and had to be led from the holding
pens directly onto the kill floor, where he
passed by several of his companions already hanging by a rear leg, blood draining
from their cut throats. The kill-floor employees laughed and told us to cover our
ears. The subsequent shot was ear-splitting. The huge animal crashed to the
ground. Suddenly the workers started
shouting, "He missed! He missed!" We
watched as the animal staggered back to
his feet. It was several long seconds before
the second shot found its mark and the
horse fell to the ground once again. This
time, mercifully, he was still.
As the investigation has wound down, I
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have been left with many memories. I recall a mare and young foal at-the slaughter
plant, the mare trying desperately to protect her baby from the other horses milling
around the crowded pen. I wonder which of
the two was killed first. I remember massive, gentle draft horses being led to their
deaths, dignified almost until the very end.
I remember stroking a beautiful bay gelding who was the next in line to be killed,
seeing how terrified he was, and thinking
that this was the last kind touch he would
ever feel. Most of all, I remember a little
chestnut mare named Quick Whistle who,
not quite quick enough at the track to save
herself, lost her life at the age of five.

breds by way of slaughter. This industry
must start taking responsibility for the
thousands of animals it is adding to the
horse population every year.
•
Virginia L. Bollinger is an investigator for
The HSUS. The HSUS's James Noe and
Susan Hagood contributed to this report.
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Plan to
March 3
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nd.o, Florida!

nimal Care Expo '94\va~th~lffr:gest~atheiiUgbf aniA mal-care,
-control, and -sheltering professionals ever
held. E:A'})O '95, to take place March 30-April 2 atthe Hyatt Orlando in Orlando, Florida, promises to be an even
·
·
.
bigger and better show..
It's not too soon to registerfor E:A'}>O '95.....:sign up today
and receive the special early registration rate of only $18!
Tlris unbelievable p1ice gives you access to our exhibit hall
with more than one hundred exhiliitors, twenty-five workshops, special lectures and demonstrations, and social

events. Day-long certificateeourses on a variety of mrimalcar{) subjects will be offered on S1mday, April 2, for an additional fee of $60 per person.
Fill out the fmm below to register, or call 1-800-248EXPO for more information.
Please note-all hotel reservations should be made elireedy with tl1e Hyatt Orlando, at 1-800-233-1234. Be sure
to 1-n"ention the Animal Care Expo in order to receive tl1e
special Expo rate of $79 per night (single or double occupancy).

Registration f'onn
(Please clteck o1w of the.se rf!cgistration bti.ves.)

orses in contemporary society are
companion animals. Horse owners
must assume the responsibility of
making a lifelong cmmnitment of
stewardship to the horses in their
care. Such a commitment entails not only
regular care and maintenance, but also a
level of concern that precludes the random
breeding, selling, and trading of horses,
which, this investigation has demonstrated,
lead to the horses' eventual slaughter.
The HSUS estimates the American
pleasure-horse population to be approximately five million. We contend that the
United States is experiencing an overpopulation of pleasure horses and that those excess animals are falling prey to killer buyers. We are calling upon horse owners
nationwide to stop the indiscriminate
breeding of pleasure horses.
In situations where it is no longer possible for an owner to keep a horse, it is incumbent upon him/her to ensure that the
home to which that horse goes will be a responsible one and that the new owner will
not sell or trade the horse in a manner that
pushes the horse one step closer to slaughter. This could be accomplished by a contract between the buyer and seller.
When a horse becomes too old and/or
sick to justifY prolonging his/her life, the
only humane option is euthanasia performed by a veterinarian. We owe these
companion animals, who have added so
much to our lives, the dignity of a swift,
painless death, free from stress or fear. Euthanasia may also be the only solution in
the case of animals with severe behavioral
problems or other traits that make placing
them in good homes difficult or impossible.
Finally, the Thoroughbred-horse-racing
industry must be condemned for its intentional overbreeding of racehorses. This investigation has show!f conclusively that the
industry has demonstrated very little concern about the fate of its animals and is
quick to dispose of unwanted Thorough-

Cost Per Person

DEarly Hegistration (postmarked by Febrwiry 1, 1995)
D Registration (postmarked after February 1, 1995).

Total

$18
$30

Total Enclosed
$ _ _ _ __
Naine ________________________ Title _______________________

Address------------~~-~----------~---~-------------

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"----- State _ _ _ _ Zip _______
Organization _________________..,_________________ Phone Number ___________ Fax Number ________
D Please send me infonnation abo~t the day-long certificate comses to be held April2., 1995 (cmu·ses are $60 per person).
Make checks or money orders payable #tHSUS Animal Care Expo '95. Return this form, with payment, to Expo '95,
The Humane Society of the United.States,.2100 L ~t., NW, Washington, DC 20037.
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __
Mail in confidence to: Murdaugh S. Madden, Vice President/Senior Counsel, The Humane Society of the United States, 2100 L
St., Nw, Washington, DC 20037.
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. ._.... he July floods that beset Georgia and north Florida should
serve as fair warning to anyone
believing his/her community is
immune to disasters. The devastation was small compared to
the sheer acreage of the massive
Midwest floods of 1993, but for
the people and animals who never expected to lose their homes-and, in some cases, their lives-it was just as tragic.
The area mainly affected by the flood
was far from the Atlantic and Gulf coastswhose residents live with the threat of hurricanes-and is unlikely to experience tornadoes, such as those that tore a path of destruction through the northern part of Georgia earlier this year. It has been at least 150
years since the Flint River, and a number of
smaller rivers and creeks, spilled over their
banks to such an extent. As a result, the
threat of severe flooding was simply not a
reality for the people living along the area's
sleepy southern waterways.
For The HSUS, disasters hold few surprises. Since Hurricane Andrew and Hurricane Iniki (which devastated the Hawaiian island of Kauai) 2 years ago, The
HSUS has responded to the Midwest
floods, the Los Angeles earthquake, the
California fires, and various mud-slides.
In each case, the needs of the community
and of its animal-protection organizations
were different.
As The HSUS increases our involvement in disaster work, our greatest challenge will be to determine the best use of
our talents and resources. We have developed a strategic plan that calls for sending
a disaster-relief team to assess damage and
assist victims in any way possible. We have
signed an agreement with the American
Red Cross to provide disaster relief for animal victims. We also have begun an educational campaign to convince members of
the public and those who support and operate animal shelters to prepare disaster plans
for themselves and their animals. Many
tragedies that take place during disasters
can be averted if those who care about animals prepare a plan in advance.
Unfortunately, the Georgia/Florida
floods gave The HSUS the opportunity to
put our own strategic plan into action.

The trouble started when tropical storm
Alberto sat threateningly in the Gulf of
Mexico for five days, putting residents
along the coast on a high-level alert. The
Tallahassee-based HSUS Southeast Regional Office, which sits in the cradle of
the Florida panhandle, had been hit fairly
hard by Hurricane Kate in 1985. Those of
us based in Tallahassee made our preparations for the storm and waited just as
everyone else did.

When Alberto came ashore, it packed
little punch but a lot of water. It soaked the
coast, then moved inland, heading northeast
toward Atlanta. There Alberto ran into a
high-pressure system that stopped it in its
tracks. All the water it had pulled from the
Gulf was released in a steady onslaught.
Twenty-four inches of rain fell in a short period in some locations. Most people
seemed not to understand the extent of the
danger, and weather forecasters warned on-

ly that everyone was going to get very wet.
The first city affected was Macon. The
Ocmulgee River, which runs through the
city, quickly flowed over its banks and began flooding prosperous neighborhoods to
the north and the historic downtown district to the south. Macon-Bibb County Animal Control Director Bill Brooks waited
for word on whether to evacuate his animal
shelter, which is located just minutes from
the Ocmulgee. When no word came, he be-

came uneasy and called the local emergency-management director. He was advised to get the animals out-"now!" With
140 animals in the shelter, Mr. Brooks
made the tough decision to euthanatize
those whose time waiting for adoption was
up and evacuate the remainder to a local
veterinarian's clinic. As shelter staff loaded
the animals, a sheriff's deputy arrived, demanding that they leave immediately. They

pleaded to be given fifteen more minutes
and hurriedly loaded the remaining animals. A short time later, the shelter was under more than a foot of water.
South of Macon, the town of Warner
Robbins became an island surrounded by
floodwaters. Animal Rescue Kennel Director Shirley Minshew was stranded at the
shelter without running water or money
and with quickly dwindling supplies. Since
Ms. Minshew had worked at the animal
compound that The HSUS had helped to
set up after Hurricane Andrew, she was one
of the first people we called (see the Winter
1993 HSUS News). We opened an account
for the shelter at a local farm-supply store.
This helped keep her facility going until
the floodwaters receded and normal supply
routes reopened.
The Sumter County Humane Society in
Americus was not so lucky. Although near
no major river, the shelter is next to Town
Creek. Because of the heavy rains, humane
society members moved inside the large
dogs usually housed in several outdoor
pens. In the middle of the night, board
member Edna Anderson woke to a phone
call telling her the shelter was almost completely underwater. A dam had broken upstream and Town Creek had become a raging river. Horrified, Ms. Anderson could
only think of the almost ninety dogs and
cats in the shelter.
At morning's light volunteers took a
boat out to the warehouse-type structure.
On the metal roof stood six large dogs.
Another was found on a huge pile of dirt.
Somehow, as the water rose, the dogs had
broken out of the indoor kennels and swum
to freedom. Even more miraculously, when
the water receded and society members
reentered the facility, they found "Bobo,"
the shelter's dog mascot, and a young cat
still alive. Tragically, 80 other animals had
perished.
Rumors flew for days that the shelter in
Americus had gone under, but the town
was cut off from the rest of the world. In
Albany I heard a live newscast on which
Ms. Anderson made a plea for help for her
shelter. She needed people to assist in the
cleanup and money and supplies to get
back into operation. Although the shelter
structure was still standing, all equipment

BY lAURA BEVAN
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and supplies had been destroyed or washed
away.
I talked to Ms. Anderson and, a few
phone calls later, help was on the way from
all over Georgia. The HSUS donated
funds, arranged for equipment to be replaced, and publicized the shelter's story to
the nation's news media.
The Albany Humane Society was
flooded in another way. As Albany quickly
went underwater, the small shelter was inundated with animals brought in by owners
forced to leave their homes. Rescue boats
were sent to find those animals accidentally left behind in the frenzy of evacuation or

in their kennels for the overflow. Albany
residents opened their homes to displaced
pets.
Several days after the flooding began, I
participated in animal rescues with staff
from the American Humane Association
(AHA), helping to save forty-four dogs,
one cat, and a number of chickens perched
on doghouse roofs, car tops, bushes, and
anything else that wasn't completely submerged. It was overwhelming to find animals clinging to life so shtbbomly and precariously. Without the assistance of resident
Henry Sizemore and his pontoon boat,
many ofthese animals would have drowned

"Beverly," a beagle found wading in the water near Bainbridge, Georgia, was rescued, then brought
to North Pinellas. There shelter workers treated her for fleas, parasites, and other health problems.
Now named "Belle," she has been adopted by a local family and is doing well.
abandoned by irresponsible pet owners.
More than 200 animals were pulled from
the floodwaters. At the height of the disaster, the shelter housed 800 animals-well
over its capacity. Quickly, animal shelters
in the southern part of the state made room

when they became too exhausted to hang
on any longer. AHA's Nick Gilman found
one young dog chained to a front porch
with only his nose above water. That night I
dreamt of drowning animals that 1 couldn't
save.

WE NEED A PLAN

T

he recent floods in the southeastern United States have again delivered the
message that we must incorporate an animal-relief component into all disaster
plans.
The longer it takes to spread this message, the greater is the chance that many animals will not survive the next time disaster strikes. To save animals' lives and to spare
people from anguish over an animal's fate, The HSUS is trying to spread the message
nationwide. Every individual, every community, every town and city, every state, and
the nation as a whole must have a plan to respond to disasters, and animals must be a
part of that plan!
You can help us deliver the message by notifying the governor of your state, your
federal legislators, emergency-management agencies, the media, and others about how
important it is to include the animal-care component in disaster planning. The time to
prepare IS now.
Contact The HSUS if you need additional infon11ation on how you can help.
D
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Downstream, Bainbridge, a town of ten
thousand people, braced for the worst.
State emergency management warned it
could be harder hit by the floodwaters than
Albany had been. Its small animal-control
shelter squatted on the banks of the Flint
River. No humane group existed to devise
a plan to deal with the expected tragedy.
It was Albany's example that prompted
The HSUS to move quicldy to prevent a
tragedy in Bainbridge. Rather than wait for
flooding to occur and then move in to assist animal victims, we blitzed the local
media with requests that pet owners forced
to evacuate do so with their animals.
HSUS Director of Horse Protection
Marc Paulhus, who is based at the Southeast Regional Office, helped set up a temporary animal shelter in an abandoned
shopping center. Steve Dickstein, HSUS
project coordinator for disaster relief, organized efforts through the HSUS national
office. Staff members of the Jacksonville
Humane Society and the Humane Society
of North Pinellas hit the road in trucks
loaded with all the equipment needed to
take care of hundreds of animals at our
compound, which became the HSUS Animal Disaster Relief Center.
United Animal Nations set up a second
temporary shelter on the west side of the
Flint River. Floodwaters were expected to
bisect the city, making it impossible to get
from one side to, the other. The two shelters
guaranteed that help would be available no
matter where an animal in need was found.
As the word went out in Bainbridge
about The HSUS 's temporary shelter, residents arrived to make arrangements for
their pets in case of evacuation. They were
urged to keep their pets with them if at all
possible. For those who had no other option, we were there. Before we had even
opened we were given custody of"Hooch,"
a chow mix who obviously had spent most
of his life in a backyard, and "Murphy," an
eight-week-old Labrador puppy.
The support of local residents was overwhelming. When a lost cocker spaniel was
brought to us, we drove him to local veterinarians' offices until someone identified
him as "Barney." Later his grateful owner,
who operates Stone's Building Supplies,
offered to donate any materials we needed.
A roof was soon placed over the shelter,
and massive panels of fencing were erected
to confine the larger dogs. Other local
folks helped take care of the animals and
perform necessary chores. Many owners
showed up daily to care for their pets. Our
shelter truly became a community effort.
We also made sure we had space for the
inevitable rescues that would take place if
Bainbridge was severely flooded, as was
HSUS NEWS • Fall 1994

Apontoon boat known as "Noah's Ark" plies the waters of Albany, Georgia, taking on canine passengers in need of rescue. Inset: Adog clinging
to the dashboard of a water-filled van is about to be rescued.
threatened. We located boats and accepted
the services of Fred Freeland, D.VM., a
mobile veterinarian from nearby Tifton.
Luckily, dire predictions proved wrong. A
week after the creation of the HSUS Animal Disaster Relief Center, we reh1rned
most of the pets to their homes, packed up
our equipment, and moved on. Three flood
victims came with us, "Shorty," a corgi
mix, "Bear," a chow puppy, and "Sparky," a
spitfire of a kitten. We will try to locate
their owners and, if that fails, find the animals new loving homes.
While we were in Bainbridge, HSUS
North Central Regional Director Phil Snyder and Midwest Regional Director Wendell Maddox arrived in Tallahassee. They
contacted every sheriff's department,
county emergency-management agency,
humane society, and animal-control
agency in affected parts of Florida and
Georgia to assess their individual needs.
That assessment found a pocket of need
in north Flmida. Of the hardest-hit communities, only Bay County had a humane
HSUS NEWS • Fall 1994

society
Rescued animals
had been brought
to the shelter from
surrounding areas, but the greatest need was for
pet food. The
HSUS
for
Company, a major
pet-food company, to donate forty
thousand pounds of pet food to the Bay
County Humane Society for distribution to
pet owners in several flooded counties.
As the flooding spread, we sent press
releases to every radio station, television
station, and newspaper in north Flmida and
Georgia, urging pet owners to take care of
their animals.
We were gratified by the concerted effort among animal-protection groups, large
and small, that worked in the disaster area.
Almost daily, reports traveled among the

groups in an effort to provide the greatest
amount of assistance possible to the affected animals and to each other.
The best planning in the world will not
stop nature from doing damage when she
so chooses. When the next disaster occurs,
however, The HSUS will help fill the
needs of animal victims and those who
care about them.
•
Laura Bevan is the director of The HSUS's
Southeast Regional Office.
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YRIHKIND IN AIIIDN
TO PRESERVE RUSSIA'S
NATURAL BEAUTY

BRAZIL IN
fHE BALANCE

A

eo',,

E

arthKind (Brazil) is making a
difference in the fight to save
several of the world's most endangered ecosystems, containing some of the richest biodiversity on the planet. Conserving biodiversity is not just a matter of protecting
wildlife in natural reserves, EarthKind be~
lieves, but it is also about safeguarding the
natural ecosystems of the Earth, which are
the life-support systems for animals and
hlJlnans.
·~tazil[ is <toughly the size bf the continental United ·states, with 140 million
people and ,dr;;unatic extremes of wealth
and poverty. As the cmmtry faces a new
century, many old problems remain, such

as urban overpopulation and the lack of
effective rural and land reform. Alarmingly, environmental abuse is reaching dangerous levels.
The challenge lies in determining how
to participate in the ceaseless struggle
against the erosion of what remains of
Brazilian natural ecosystems, Sl}Ch as the
Atlantic and Amazon rain fotests and the
Pantanal, the world's largest wetlands.
The fauna and flora in these areas are unequaled anywhere on Earth, but they are
being rapidly and severely depleted by
economic projects and activities that exploit Brazil's natural resources.
One main battlefront is the preservation of one of the last sections of the At-

The magnificent lguacu River and falls: The EarthKind effort is unique for
Brazil because it embodies an ethic of compassion toward all Creation.
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Endangered Yacare caimen float in
a river in Brazil's Pantanal, the
world's largest wetlands.

!antic rain forest, Vera Cruz Station. The
majestic old-growth forest originally covered more than 460,000 square miles. The
forest has been reduced by s11gar"c:a11e
fanning, intensive logging, coffee planting, and cattle raising tolefjs thl:UJ5,8 percent of its original size. The forest ¢over
survives only in isolated pockets, such as
Vera Cruz Station, owned by Vera Cruz
Florestal, a Brazilian corporation dealing
in reforestation ;md pulp production.
During his recent visit to Vera Cruz
Station, in the South Bahia region, Jdbn
A. Hoyt, chief executive of The HSUS
and president of EarthKind (USA), determined that "EarthKind's action will be not
only to resist the process of environmental
degradation but also to improve the management of the bioregion."
A bioregion must be large enough to
maintain the integrity of the region's habitats and support important ecological
processes such as animal migration. The
goal is to create "natural corridors" to integrate the reforestation project that has
been developed in degraded areas and enlarge the protected area.
Using the technical advice of EarthKind, Vera Cruz Florestal has launched
the first inventory of indicator species
within Vera Cruz Station. First reports
show it contains many animals, including
the spider monkey, puma, capybara, and
maned sloth.
Vera Cruz Station's distinctive flora includes many large trees (such as Bahian
jacaranda and cedar), as well as a number
of rare tree ferns. The reserve is also
home to many bird species, some of
which are unique. All remnants of the AtHSUS NEWS • Fall 1994

fter the fall of the iron curtain, at a
time of great political upheaval
and historic change, a delegation
from EarthKind (USA), led by its president, Jolm A. Hoyt, journeyed to Russia
and took the bold initiative of opening
an office of Earthl<:ind in Moscow.
One of the chief priorities of EarthI<:ind (Russia) has been to preserve Russia's immense forest areas, including the
Taiga, which contain large numbers of
animals uniquely adapted to living in
very cold conditions. EarthKind (Russia)
has been asked to provide expert advice
on a proposed quality-of-life amendment
to the Russian Constitution that would
safeguard these natural resources.
The other priority ofEarthi<:ind (Russia) is to provide environmental education. Working with other Russian environmental groups, EarthKind (Russia)
has helped to bring the message of the interconnectedness of the natural world to
ever-growing numbers of Russians, notably by distributing enviromnental materials such as Jelly Jam, the People Preserver/Russia (see page 34).
EarthKind (Russia) is truly a Russian entity. Its president, Viatcheslav
Slouzhivov, is a native of Russia who
has been active in the intemational
peace movement. According to Mr.
Slouzhivov, "The HSUS and Em·thKind
cannot imagine the importance of what
they do in my country, which not only
includes an immense geographical area
but...also represents the greatest danger
to the globe politically, militarily, and
ecologically."-Lou Friedman, consultant; EarthKind (Russia)

A NEW EARTHKIND IN
ROMANIA

E

arthkind (Romania) was officially
launched on October 18, 1993, at a
press conference held at the headquarters of the Ecological Research

Center at the University of Bucharest.
The full board of directors of EarthKind
International was present: John A. Hoyt,
Jan A. Hartke, Esq., and Murdaugh S.
Madden, Esq., from EarthKind (USA);
Margaret Cooper, Lee Tiller, and Niall
J. S. Watson from EarthKind (UK); and
Viatcheslav Slouzhivov from EarthKind
(Russia).
The president of EarthKind (Romania) is Angheluta Vadineanu, Ph.D., former first secretary of state for the environment and current head of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)/Cousteau
chair of ecology and environmental
management.
EarthKind (Romania) is a nonprofit,
nongovernmental, independent, and nonpolitical organization.
The main goals of EarthKind (Romania) are to develop and implement a
national strategy for maintaining biodiversity and conserving habitats, particularly wetlands; to develop and strengthen a program of environmental education and management; to improve public
awareness of environmental problems
through the development of an environmental public information and documentation center; to publish scientific magazines and papers; to produce films and
posters that will enhance individuals' understanding of the role played by-and
the relationships between-each species
within nature; and to increase public participation in decision making at all levels
and in all areas. The key factor in all of
EarthKind (Romania)'s action will be an
approach to environmental problems that
takes into account the interconnectedness of all natural systems.
The project to establish an environmental public infonnation and documentation center has already been fimded by the Regional Environmental Center and The UNESCO/Cousteau chair.
Other projects under way include an environmental evaluation of the protected
and unprotected areas of the Danube
River, including the Danube Delta. D
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!antic rain forest may .shortly. cl!sappear,
along.·witl1..severalspeCiesofwlfdlife/Iii.
this region already on the brink of extinction.
Another battlefront is the Amazonian
rain forest, covering some 1.6 million
square miles in Brazil alone. This is the
largest forest in the world, one reason why
Brazil ranks first globally in the nwnber
of primate, amphibian, and plantspycies it
contains; third in the number of bird
species; and fourth in butterfly and reptile
species, ·
The· Amazonian forest is disappearing
at a breakneck rate, causing serious concern among the international comn11mity.
Observers have recognized that indigenous peoples have been an integral part of
the Amazon ecosystem for millennia and
that their accumulated knowledge can
play an important role in decelerating enviromnental degradation and promoting
humane, sustainable development.
EarthKind (Brazil) is giving technical
support to the Macuxi Indians of the
northern Brazilian state of Roraima, who
are currently engaged in establishing the
Indigenous Center for Enviromnental and
Cultural Diversity. It will be dedicated to
nat~:r~l-re~ource ~ryd environmental managerhent, ·including. agroforestry systems
and wildlife protection.
The Macuxi face unprecedented environmental change as a consequence of the
growth in agribusiness, cattle ranching,
and mining activity.
EarthKind has also targeted the Pantanal for high-priority action. This vast
wetland area in central Brazil is half the
size of France, some 88,000 sql!are miles,
split between the states of Mato Grosso
and Mato Grosso do Sui. The Pantanal is
a sanctuary for jaguars, anacondas,
ocelots, cougars, jacares (South American
alligators), black howler monkeys, and
other wildlife. It is threatened by poaching, pollution, and.international economic
projects. Forest police provide the main
protection in the area, and EarthKind
(Brazil) has already begun its support of
their training.
If Brazil's ecosystems are to be preserved, it will be through the efforts of
grass-roots groups and environmental organizations like EarthKind.-Claudia
Menezes, executive director; EarthKind
(Brazil)
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ellyJam" is a SJ1la11, fisti~n~Lchar- polite, knowledgeable young people helpacter. He is not fat-just pleasingly ing to make the world a healthier place for
plump! His long ears express his living things.
feelings. His eyes and head are cirIn 1970 the first editions of Jelly Jam,
des-symbols of wholeness. His the People Preserver and its teaching
belly button and big feet make children guide were published. Second, revised
laugh. A gentle and loving comic:,
editions followed in 1983. As a
Jelly Jam carries a seresult of research I tmdertook in
rious message. He is a
Bermuda, special Bermudan
"people
preserver"
editions of both books were
who teaches children
commissioned by the Bermuda
how to help the envi,~
Junior Service League in 1985.
ronment. To me, Jelly~
The Cold War was still ragJam is even more than
ing. Seriously concerned about
that; he is my alter ego.
the possibility of a~cidental
As a young mother in
nuclear war-the ultimate enthe mid-sixties, I realized
vironmental tragedy-my
with growing dismay that I
husband, Lou, and I began
could not protect my chilto work with peace and endren from all danger. I
groups in
3 vironmental
could monitor their drinking
'lRussia, Ukraine, and the
water and food and 1 could
fonner Soviet central-Asian re~hbose clemJ play areas, but I
publicof,Kyrgyzia. Jelly Jam, the People
could not c~ntr?l.fh~ .~~ ~~y ?r~ath(3(.1. ' •Preserver traveled with us. Boris BonThe. 'VijtdS •c.attied tlie ste1J.ch of nearby darenko, a well-known cardiologist, told
chemical plant to our backyard. Angry me, "I will devote my life to getting Jelly
m1d desperate, I resolved to write a book Jam published in Russia." Thanks to his
to teach children about helping the envi- tireless efforts, the Russian publishing
romnent.
company MENN, under the leadership of
Utilizing a workbook format, l created Nicolai Melnikov, printed twenty-five
Jelly Jam and drawings, projects, games, thousand copies of a superb Russian-Engpuzzles, experiments, and other exercises !ish version in 1992.
to involve my readers. As children colIn a climate of political, social, and
ored, embellished, and completed each economic instability, paper shortages, and
page, they madethe Vl(orkbook their own skyrocketing inflation, Jelly Jam/Russia
creation. As a forin:erelementary school was born and, quickly, sold. Its price was
teacher, I knew childre111Jad the capacity equal to that of two loaves of bread, yet
to care, to act, andtd infltid1ce others. Jelly Russian teachers, parents, and students
Jam taught children how to help the Earth chose to buy an environmental activity
in hundreds of ways: turning off unused book for children in a time of great hardlights, conserving water, reducing trash, ship.
and purchasing wisely. l envisioned my
As I became involved in activities of
readers becoming a corps of responsible, The HSUS, I recognized that, in Chief

a
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Executive John A. Hoyt, I had found
someone who understood the importance
of-and the love and humor in-Jelly Jam
and its global educational implications. In
1992, the same year Jelly Jam found a
home in Russia, the Jelly Jam project becaJTie a program of The HSUS through
The National Association for Humane
and Envirom11ental Education (NAHEE),
EarthKincl, and Humane Society International (HSJ). By way of NAHEE, hundreds of U.S. editions of Jelly Jam, the
People Preserver were donated to teachers. In November 1993 EarthK.ind and
HSI sent Lou, who is a consultant to
EarthKind (Russia), and me to St. Petersburg and Moscow.
I watched Russian teachers as they
read Jelly Jam/Russia with puzzlement,
then understanding, then delight. They
asked, "Where can l get this book?" I visited School # 105 in St. Petersburg and
saw master teacher Alexandra Guritskaya
interpret Jelly Jam activities; I watched
sixth graders create an enviromnental skit
based on the Jelly Jam character. I heard
one hundred teachers from the northwest
region of Russia describe the book as
"creating an atmosphere of joy," "bringing
light," and "not only giving knowledge
but also entering the soul." Witnessing
this reaction was one of the most thrilling
experiences of my life.
Books like Jelly Jam, the People Preserver are food for the soul. In countries
hungry for new ideas and constructive
guidance, Jelly Jam represents hope. In
Tver, Russia, secondary and university
students studied Jelly Jam/Russia and
learned about the global interdependence
of all living things on Earth, a new, and
overwhelming, concept to those Russian
students. In countries torn by nationalism,
the idea that a healthy future is dependent
on people in every country cooperating
with one another is riveting. As Jelly Jam
says, "What I do in my pmi of the world
affects my friends on the other side.
Winds and waters connect us and make us
neighbors."
Now, thanks to The HSUS, two million
more copies of Jelly Jam/Russia will be
printed with the enthusiastic support of
Russia's Ministry of Environment and the
Ministry of Education of St. Petersburg.
Our HSUS/EarthKind/HSI Connecticut
College intern, Allison Bragg, has worked
HSUS NEWS • FCIII1994

Earth Kind and HSUS board member Judi Friedman created her alter ego,
Jelly Jam, to teach children how to help the Earth.

with Yelana Avinskaya to create a Russian
teaching guide that will be printed by the
Palace of Youth in St. Petersburg. Ms.
Bragg is raising money from companies
in Russia for the marketing and distribution of Jel~v Jam/Russia. The Ministry of
Inventions is interested in distributing
print sets to all parts of Russia, the largest
land mass in the world. Valerie Feigin, a
close friend of HSUS board member
David Wiebers, M.D., is working on a
Siberian-language version in Novosibirsk.
The leading playwright in Kyrgyzstan
(formerly Kyrgyzia) is translating Jelly
Jam. In Ukraine the Environmental Education and Information Center has adapteel, translated, and printed thirty thousand
copies of Jelly Jam/Ukraine.
Jan Hartke, executive director of

EarthKind (USA), deeply understands the
importance of-and is committed to-enviromnental education for children. To
preserve the ecosystems that make up our
planet, people must understand the int(:!rrelationships among all the living things
within those ecosystems as well as the impact that human activity has on those systems. No group must understand these
concepts more than children, because
their stake in the future is enormous. Educating children so that they understand
and can act on this understanding is our
best global environmental investment, and
their united voices can influence today's
adults. As Jelly Jam says, "Remember, it's
your Earth, and there is only one."-Judi
Friedman, membe1; Board of Directors,
The HSUS/EarthKind
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T

he HSUS works
to create a society that will protect animals from abuse
and preserve the habitat
that all species need to
thrive. To attain such a humane, sustainable society requires a major shift in how our
culture regards animals and the
Earth.
Thomas Berry, CP, Ph.D., is in
the vanguard of those engineering
this shift in consciousness. A longtime member of the board of the
Center for Respect of Life and Environment (CRLE), Dr. Berry plays a
central role in informing our efforts to
protect animals. His analysis of the
current ecological crisis and his recommendations for shaping a new perception of animals and the Earth assist
our work in colleges and universities.
He was the 1992 recipient of The
HSUS 's James Herriot Award for his
outstanding work in communicating a
concern for animals and the Earth
through his books, lectures, and
videotapes.
According to Dr. Berry, we are entering a time when it is imperative to
end the horrible exploitation by human
beings of animals and the Earth. He
insists that we must listen to the voices
of the Earth. To really care for other
creatures, our culture will need a "new
story" to replace the current simplistic
view that reduces nature to a collection of
mechanistic objects.
To promote this new story, Dr. Berry
and Brian Swimme, Ph.D., have written
The Universe Story. The book recounts
the history of our universe, integrating the
discoveries of the sciences with a deeply
intuitive perception of the spiritual and
psychic dimensions of life. Each chapter
describes a major event in the emergence
of a more complex organization of matter,
moving from the uniform, intensely concentrated energy of the explosive first moments of the universe, through the creation of the elements, to the emergence of
life and human society. Each transition is
marked by a new complexity in the physical structure of the universe and enhanced

THE UNIVERSE STORY

world as we know it. We grasp that
our Earth is fundamentally a communion of sentient creatures-not a collection of living machines-and that
our task at this time is twofold. We
must awaken to the underlying mystery and subjectivity of all life, and
we must learn to live in a fashion that
nurtures our fellow citizens in the
community oflife, including animals,
plants, and natural systems as well
as human beings.
In the concluding chapter, "The
Ecozoic Era," Drs. Berry and
Swimme desc1ibe ways in which
we can think and act to enhance
the functioning and fi1lfillment
of the Earth community. Understanding the universe story compels us to live lmmanely and sustainably.
We live in a sacred universe, in the
company of creatures who have sentience and intrinsic value. We must
demonstrate our respect for these other creatures by creating modes of human sustenance, shelter, transportation, and entertainment that do not
exploit and degrade people, animals,
or the Earth. Doing so requires significant changes in our life-styles,
our social policies, our education and
professions, and the way our communities operate.
The Universe Story is particularly
useful in helping us, as HSUS members, to understand the philosophical basis
for our concern for animals and the Earth.
The depth of life and feeling the book celebrates is the sentience and subjectivity
that we recognize in each animal and that
motivate us to stop animal abuse. The
book will contribute much toward establishing the cultural context in which animal protection is possible and in deepening our own understanding of the philosophical and spiritual roots of our commitment to protect animals.
The Universe St01y From the PrimOI'dial Flaring Forth to the Ecozoic Era: A
Celebration of the Unfolding of the Cosmos is published by Harper San Francisco.
To order, call 1-800-3 31-3 761.-Richard
M Clugston, Ph.D., vice president, Higher Education, HSUS; direct01; CRLE

Shaping a New
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capabilities of such organized matter for
creative action. These events include the
formation of the first element, hydrogen,
out of stellar gas; the emergence of sexual
reproduction and photosynthesis; the evolution of various forms oflife; and critical
developments in human civilization.
The Universe Story traces the Earth's
history to the current moment, in which
we face critical choices in developing
what Dr. Berry calls "mutually enhancing
human-Earth relationships." The book
lays out these basic principles governing
the functioning of the universe and suggests how we can live by such principles
to create a humane society.
We are given the best scientific understanding of the physical, biological, and
historical events that brought about the
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Help protect our animals with checks
from The Humane Society of the United
States. Exclusive HSUS Checks
feature four endearing creatures with
their own messages.
IIJJ
Each order contributes to The
Humane Society of the United States
"' Increase awareness of ways to
protect animals each time you
write a check
"' Printed on recycled paper with
vegetable-based soy ink to
help preserve the environment
" Our checks meet national standards
for quality
" Guaranteed to work at your
financial institution

nu::umm::
All four scenes
. "'Single or duplicate checks
"'Transaction register
"Vinyl HSUS cover
~ "'Elegant Lettering
"'Special Occasion Checks
111
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Complete order form.
Enclose the following with your order:
.. Completed ORDER FORM
" An original REORDER FORM or
VOIDED CHECK from your
existing supply (indicate any changes
in personalization)
" DEPOSIT TICKET for this account

.. PAYMENT CHECK
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO HSUS
Mail completed order (with attachments) to

The HSUS
Marketing Dept.
700 Professional Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20879-3418
Orders will be shipped to address printed on check
unless otherwise specified. Allow 3-4 weeks for
delivery. For your protection, we will accept written
orders only. We reserve the right not to process
incomplete orders. For more information on how to
order HSUS Checks, call our customer service
representatives toll-free at 1-800-438-9451
8:30~':1~~o__?:_90pm.Eastem Standard Time. Ask for

Duplicate checks
Name __________________________________
Address------------------------------~

0150 ($16.95) 1 box
0400 ($29.90) 2 boxes

0300 ($33.90) 2 boxc

0600 ($44.85) 3 boxes

0450 ($50.85) 3 hoxe

City ___________ State__ Zip _____________ ,------------------------------Check Subtutal $

Day phone ----------------------------~
Start my checks with # _______
Select an Elegant Lettering style:
:J Qyi([

Q (l)l(l tli!Jli!il)

Q PROFESSIONAL 0 .'?culd
:1 7Swsf,st?okc
:J Graphic

TN

Third Class Shipping
(add $.80 per box) $
*Optional First Class Deli very
(C~dcl add'! $3.50 per bux) $

Make check payable to HSUS
!hank yott_{Ol~ -~up porting The Humane

Grand Total $
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W

e often assume that all
children love animals.
Unfortunately~ thafs notalways true. Children have to
be taught to care~ especially
if they are to gTow up to be
caring~ concemed adults.
Thafs why humane education is so important. You can
help make it happen in om
schools by participating in
the USUS Adopt-A-Teacher
program. Ifs quick and easy!
More than 9~000 teachers requested help from The USUS
in the last school year. You
can "adopf' one of them or
a teacher of your choice.
For more information~ wi'ite
to USUS Adopt-A- Teacher~
PO Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423-0362.
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Save Time!
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